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Lowering Emissions, 
Not Re-Fuel Speeds

Introducing the Wayne HelixTM Century 3 LPG fuel 
dispenser, our high-performance, robust dispenser 
designed to deliver liquefied petroleum gas  
(LPG) smoothly and effectively to LPG-powered vehicles. 
Created to meet the growing need for clean fuels, this 
dispenser is built to be customized through modularity, 
giving you the capability to design the LPG solution you 
need for your business outfit. 

Small, but perfectly designed, the Century 3 LPG fuel 
dispenser is ideal for retail forecourt environments or 
private fleet businesses that are limited when it comes to 
space, but that still need the convenience associated with 
having an on-site LPG dispenser. 

Broaden your retail with the Wayne Century 3 LPG fuel 
dispenser, and help with the wider distribution and 
availability of LPG fuel in the European market.



Wayne CenturyTM 3 LPG fuel dispenser

Let’s Gear Up 
for LPG

Make it Yours

Best-of-the-Best 
Componentry

A Dispenser You 
Can Rely On

Built on Technology 
Leadership

The Century 3 LPG fuel dispenser is built to be truly 
modular, meaning that you’re able to pick and choose 
the features you need in order to create the perfect 
LPG solution to suit your business needs.

Built with field-proven, best-of-the-best components, 
coupled with corrosion-resistant materials that 
offer exceptional durability, this dispenser has been 
designed by our team of engineering expects to 
stand the test of time. 

Delivering reliable performance time after time thanks 
to its in-built, leading technology, the Wayne Century 
3 LPG fuel dispenser offers exceptional performance 
and outstanding operational reliability.

As with all of our dispensers, the Century 3 LPG fuel 
dispenser is designed to deliver a low total cost of 
ownership over its long lifetime, thanks to its reduced 
need for service intervention. At Dover Fueling 
Solutions (DFS), we’re proud that our products are 
born from technology leadership, and the Cenutry 3 
LPG fuel dispenser is certainly no different. 
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